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NOTES AND NEWS

A PRBLIMINARY NOTE ON THE RELATIVE STABILITY OF
ANDALUSITE, KYANITE, AND SILLIMANITE

DeNtBr. F. Wnrlr auo Wrruau S. Fvnn, Department oJ Geology,
Uniaersity oJ Calif ornia, Berkeley, Cal,iJornia.

INrnonucrroN

In recent years there has been considerable interest in the stabil ity re-
lations of the polymorphic modifications of AlzSiOs, and their high-tem-
perature breakdown products, mull ite*sil ica. Clark, Robertson, and
Birch (1957) synthesized sil l imanite from kyanite at 1,340*30o C. and
18,600+100 bars in 7$ hours. They converted sil l imanite to kyanite in
2f, hours at I,220-t50" C. and 23,000*200 bars. From syntheses
based on various other starting materials the same authors established a
phase boundary between the two polymorphs in the range 900-1,300" C.
and 18,000-24,000 bars. This boundary was extrapolated back to lower
temperatures and pressures within the metamorphic range. The only
certain deduction that can be drawn from a synthesis is that the products
have a Iower chemical potential than the reactants. It is obvious that if
the kinetics of reversibility of a polymorphic transition are highly un-
favorable, a synthesis from other phases having much higher free energy
than either polymorph can lead to a misleading version of the equilib-
rium phase diagram. The reversibility between kyanite and sillimanite
established by Clark, Robertson, and Birch, ibid.., in relatively short runs
indicates that their equil ibrium curve is well founded in the high tem-
perature and pressure range. Extrapolation back to metamorphic condi-
tions may be less reliable for it is based largely on results of syntheses at
conditions where the polymorphic transitions were too slow to observe.
Moreover there are no reliable experimental data on the stability rela-
tions between sil l imanite, andalusite, and mullitef sil ica.

In an attempt to provide further data. at lower temperatures and
pressures, the writers made more than a dozen runs starting with various
mixtures of andalusite, kyanite, sil l imanite, and water as a solvent, in
the range 700-900' C. and 700-2,000 bars. It was hoped that the most
stable phase would be augmented at the expense of the less stable
phases, thus overcoming the difficulty of nucleation which must cer-
tainly be significant in the kinetics of conversion. In experiments of over
four weeks duration no hint of conversion was obtained. Clearly, in this
range reversibility is difficult to establish, and syntheses might therefore
be correspondingly unreliable.

In a further effort to overcome the difficultv. the indirect method of
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measuring the solubil it ies of the polymorphs in a suitable solvent has

been attempted. The results obtained to date are set out below.

Erperimental

Fused cryolite (NarAlFo) is well known as a solvent of alumina, in
which capacity it has long been used for the electrolytic preparation of
aluminum. Preliminary experiments indicated that it is also a powerful

solvent of aluminosil icates.
Various mixtures in the AlzSiOs,-NaaAIF6 system were sealed in

T.lsr-r f. CouposrtroNs or Mrr-rs rN Eeurr,rnnruM wrrrr Conumuu aNn ANler,usrtr,
KveNrre, exo Srr-r,rrraNrrr ,r,r 1010' C., I Arrtosrnrnr (Frcunns lon Kv.lNtrr

Anr Onr,v LrurrtNc Ver.urs Dur ro rnn Gnowrq or Mur,r,rrn). Alloalusrte

rnou MrNes Geners, Bna.zrr-; KveNrrB rnoM BuNcoMsn Coultv,

N. Cmolrx.t; SrllnreNrtB lnou BnNsoN Mrxrs, N. Y.

Solution
Poly-

morph Composition
wt To

Composition
mole 0/6

Na3AIF,
wt.  rat io

Andalusite

Kyanite 3 . t 7  + 0 . 1 7

Sillimanite 1 . 7 5 + 0 . 0 6

Com-
ponent

AIzOa
SiOz
NarAlFe

14.O
59  .0  +  0 .8
2 7  0 + 0 . 8

r 7  . 0
5 7 . 0 + 0 . 7
2 6  0 + 0 . 7

1 1 . 0 + 0  1
7 8 . 8 + 0 . 4
1 0 . 2 + 0 . 4

1 0 . 3 + 0 . 1
8 2 . 3 + 0 . 5
7 . 4 + 4 . 4

1 3 . 5 + 0  1
7 6 . 5  +  0 .  5
1 0 . 0 + 0 . 5

n  7  + a . l
8 0 . 1 + 0  5
7  2 + O . 5

AlsOs

SiOz
NarAlFo

14 .0
6 5  3 + 0 . 8
2 0  7  + O . 8

t 7  . a
6 3  1 + 0 . 8
1 9 . 9 + 0 . 8

Al:oa
SiOr
NaaAlFo

1 4 0
54 .7  +0 .7
3 1 . 3 + 0 . 7

r 7 0
5 2  8 + 0  7
30.2+O.7

1 1 . 4 + 0 . 1
7 6 . r  + O . 4
12 .5+O 4

1 4 . 1 +  0  1
7 3 . 9 + 0  5
1 2 . 0  +  0 . 5

platinum tubes, taken to 1,010o C. at atmospheric pressure, held under

these conditions for 200-1,000 hours, quenched and examined under the

polarizing microscope and with r-ray difiraction with a view to obtaining

the composition of the solution. The composition of the mixture at which

the AlrSiOr polymorphs just disappeared into the melt could be easily

determined in this fashion. These compositions are in the tange 80-90/6

AI2SiO6 by weight. The r-ray diffractometer technique is sensitive to 5/6

or even less AIzSiOr. The compositions thus measured are accurate to

better than 1y'6. Microscopic examination yields an even closer toler-

ance. The dissolution process is incongruent resulting in the forma-

tion of corundum and liquid, so that our measurements give only the

SiOz/NaeAlF6 ratio in the l iquid phase resulting from the melting of each

2 . 1 9 + 0 . 0 9
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given for each of the l imiting values of AlzO: content.

DrscussroN

The thermodynamics of the incongruent soiution may be approached
as follows. For andalusite (A) in equil ibrium with melt:

uo' : r3,o"*oa,"l"Jl{ + 
(so'1A)

- 
oosio 2 

- PLlzos 1'

Similar expressions may be written for kyanite (K) and sil l imanite (S).
Corundum is in equil ibrium with the melt in each case so that:

,.fili' : ,filT' : "1",,',1' 2.
subtracting expressions of type 1 from each other and making use of
2, 

\he free energy relations between the polymorphs are sumtarized
as follows:

(sot A)
(A) (K) @a in -p - tr : RI ln a.--Ya*, 

"tn'atsor  A)  '
- 

si02

(sol  A)
( S )  d s i o 2  .  r K '  , S )- p  : ^ l  l n  _ ; = . ; a n d p  

- l t
r ( s o r  D /- 

Si02

(solI t )
d s i o ^

: Rl ln , :i-, 3.
d ( s o t  D ,- 

sio2

From the data in Table I we conclude that

o[ii;t"' > "[,3t,o' > o[lflf'
and therefore at 1,010" C., 1 atm.

p ( K ) > p ( A ) > s ( s )

so that the most stable polymorph is silr imanite. This does not mean that
sil l imanite necessarily is stable relative to mull ite*sil ica. rt shourd be
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ture range. According to r-ray measurements made by the writers from

calibrated Weissenberg photographs i V a:5 1 '43 * 0' 10cc/mole and

Vs:49.78-10.1Occ/mole. The thermal expansion of the phases in ques-

tion would be most anomalous if the sign of AI/ were to change over the

range of metamorphic temperatures. Thus if the compressibility is neg-

Iected, ttom (6p'/0P)r:V we might conclude that andalusite has no true

stability field with respect to sillimanite at metamorphic pressures and

temperatures.
It must be stressed that the preceding treatment is valid only for the

phases which do not deviate appreciably from the ideal composition

l,trsiou. The effect of compositional variations on the stability fields of

the three minerals cannot be discounted.

While more data at lower temperatures are essential, the possibility

that andalusite is metastable in nature need not be considered improbable
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NATROLITE FROM HOUDAILLE INDUSTRIES QUARRY
BOUND BROOK, SOMERSET COUNTY, N..J.

JonN SrNr<awras ;.:i

Compared to other quarries in the first Wailchung sill of Northern
New Jersey, the Houdail le Industries Quarry located 1.7 miles north-
west of Bound Brook, Somerset County, New Jersey, produces few
specimens of interest to the collector. A visit to the quarry in early sum-
mer of 1960 in company with Mr. Gene Vitali of North Haledon, N. J.,
produced specimens of ordinary calcite and, unexpectedly, natrolite
crystals of unusual size and transparency. The latter are quite unlike
any hitherto reported from New Jersey localities.

The Houdaille Quarry, commonly called the Chimney Rock quarry,
is an oval opening approximately one third mile in length penetrating
the thick basalt sill of the First Watchung Mountain. An excellent map
of basalt and diabase outcrops, including the Watchung sills, plus de-
scriptions of New Jersey trap minerals, appears in Mason (1). Current
quarrying is confined (1960) to the west wall where enormous slopes o{
broken bpsalt are searched for minerals by local collectors. The exposed
section of sill is divided by parallel, vertical joints, the most prominent
of which are oriented in a north-south direction. Thin calcite-filled veins
are emplaced in joints, and, in favorable sites, open into lenticular
cavities lined with good crystals of calcite and occasionally other min-
erals.

Due to chloritization of wall rock, vein material separates readily from
basalt and entire sections may be found in the blast rubble. One such
mass revealed several small cavities lined with large rhombohedral
crystals of calcite with open spaces criss-crossed by prismatic crystals of
natrolite as shown in Fig. 1. Natrolite prisms were found coated almost
completely by very small scalenohedral crystals of calcite of uniform
size and habit. Underneath each such coating was found a layer of
minute colorless gypsum crystals, simple in habit, and perfectly trans-
parent except for a slight pearly luster upon the 6(010) faces. Beneath
this layer and immediately in contact with the natrolite was found
more gypsum as a white spongy inner layer consisting of numerous




